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ABSTRACT
Researchers have explored automatic screening models as a quick
way to identify potential risks of developing depressive symptoms.
Most existing models include a person’s mood as reflected on social
media at a single point in time as one of the predictive variables. In
this paper, we study the changes and transition in mood reflected
on social media text over a period of one year using a mood profile.
We used a subset of the "MyPersonality" Facebook data set that com-
prises users who have consented to and completed an assessment
of depressive symptoms. The subset consists of 93,378 Facebook
posts from 781 users. We observed less evidence of mood fluctua-
tion expressed in social media text from those with low symptom
measures compared to others with high symptom scores. Next, we
leveraged a daily mood representation in Hidden Markov Models to
determine its associations with subsequent self-reported symptoms.
We found that individuals who have specific mood patterns are
highly likely to have reported high depressive symptoms. How-
ever, not all of the high symptoms individuals necessarily displayed
this characteristic, which indicates presence of potential subgroups
driving these findings. Finally, we leveraged multiple mood rep-
resentations to characterize levels of depressive symptoms with a
logistic regression model. Our findings support the claim that for
some people, derived mood from social media text can be a proxy
of real-life mood, in particular depressive symptoms. Combining
the mood representations with other proxy signals can potentially
advance responsibly used semi-automatic screening procedures.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Psychology; • Computing method-
ologies→ Markov decision processes, Gaussian processes, Machine
learning algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Depression is the leading cause of disability worldwide. Initial ef-
forts to detect depression signals from social media posts have
shown promising results [2, 16, 18, 31, 32, 36, 53]. Given the high
internal validity [18, 41], results from such analyses are potentially
beneficial to clinical judgement. The existing models for automatic
detection of depressive symptoms learn proxy diagnostic signals
from social media data, such as help-seeking behaviour for mental
health or medication names [16, 18]. However, in reality, individu-
als with depression typically experience depressed mood, loss of
pleasure nearly in all the activities, feeling of worthlessness or guilt,
and diminished ability to think [4]. Therefore, a lot of the proxy
signals used in these models lack the theoretical underpinnings
for depressive symptoms. It is also reported that the social media
posts frommany patients in the clinical setting do not contain these
signals [20]. Based on this research gap, we propose to monitor
a type of signal that is well-established as a class of symptom in
affective disorders — mood. Mood is an experience of feeling that
can last for hours, days or even weeks [4]. In this work, we attempt
to enrich current technology for detecting symptoms of potential
depression by constructing a ’mood profile’ for social media users.
The variance of quality and intensity of mood and emotional
reactions are referred to as "affective style" [17], which underlies
one’s risks of developing psychological disorders [1, 44]. Assessing
affective style in everyday life is difficult in an experimental context
because it requires a costly extended period of data collection. In
contrast, social media data contains longitudinal information that
reflect one’s emotional reactions to stimuli. Therefore, it can provide
researchers with an alternative lens to examine the affective style
of an individual, based on the premise that approval is obtained
from social media users, and data privacy is well-protected.
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Existing models for detecting symptoms of potential depression
often include mood as a feature variable in the modeling process.
However, there are a few methodological gaps in these models.
First, most of them do not distinguish between mood and emotions.
Emotion is a brief reaction to a specific stimulus, whereas mood has
longer temporal duration [30]. Researchers using social media data
to studymood or emotions often see a single post as reflecting mood
[9, 12, 51]. However, a single social media post is likely to reflect
a participant’s emotions at the time rather than ongoing mood
[6, 43]. In this current work, we adopted the definition of mood
from The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
[3]: “mood is the pervasive and sustained ‘emotional climate’, and
emotions are ‘fluctuating changes in emotional ‘weather’ ”. We
sought to determinewhether temporal mood representation derived
from social media text is associated with subsequent self-reported
depressive symptoms, and if so, what are the best approaches to
represent mood as a time dependent variable for future work?
Furthermore, a majority of models in this line of research often
ignore the fact that affect is inherently time dependent. Only a few
models have adopted temporal affective patterns [18, 41]. Most of
these models also formulate the associations between affect and
depressive symptoms based on the averaged affect [14, 46], but
the transitioning from one affective state to another was largely
ignored [10, 23, 43, 47]. In this work, we explored and testedmultiple
approaches to represent the temporal affective patterns and the
transitions of affective states.
Nevertheless, social media users often post sporadically. The
sparsity of social media data posits a big challenge in the modeling
process. Most of the existing studies imputed missing values with
the mean or simply removed users with a lower word count [18, 55].
Removing outliers is beneficial to the modeling process. However,
it may result in removing those with severe symptoms from the
sample, because disinterest in social contact and social withdrawal
(e.g. posting sparsely) is the core symptom of major depressive
disorder (MDD) [3]. Therefore, it is necessary to use some modeling
techniques to include the outliers.
Towards addressing the methodological gaps described above,
we designedmultiple mood representations with the following char-
acteristics: (i) Temporal features (ii) Transitions from one mood
state to another (iii) Posting behavior. Here we see all the mood rep-
resentations as a Mood Profile for social media users. We formulate
the following questions to explore the roles of mood in predicting
depressive symptoms:
(1) Are mood representations derived from social media text
associated with the severity of self-reported depressive symp-
toms?
(2) Which representation in the mood profile is most predictive
of the severity of self-reported depressive symptoms?
Our main contributions in this study are:
(1) Constructing a mood profile for social media users based
on their status updates. The mood profile encompasses rep-
resentations that encoded the variance of mood intensity,
alternations of mood states and the behavior of not posting.
(2) Examining the associations between the social media mood
profile and users’ depressive symptoms level.
(3) Examining which representation in the mood profile is more
predictive to depressive symptoms level.
In our work, we analysed a set of 93,378 posts from 781 Facebook
users who had consented to the use of their posts and answers to
related questionnaires for research reasons. For each user, a mood
profile is constructed based on their social media text. We found
that people with low symptom level tend to have less fluctuations in
their mood pattern. We also modelled the mood representation with
a Hidden Markov Model and we found the hidden states estimated
based on the mood representation is highly related to depressive
symptoms. Nevertheless, combining several representations in the
mood profile is more predictive to depressive symptom levels (f-
score: 0.62) than using one representation only. Our results suggest
the mood profile derived from social media text can potentially
serve as a reference for an individual’s depressive symptom level.
The data-driven, evidential nature of our approach provides us with
better insight into the relationship between mood derived from
social media data and depression.
2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Depression and Mood
Moods are slow-moving states of feeling, influenced by others,
objects or situations [44, 56]. The pattern of mood reflects one’s
vulnerability to developing affective disorders [43, 44]. Depressed
mood is a symptom of mood disorders, such as major depressive
disorder (characterized by a persistent feeling of sadness) and dys-
thymia (persistent mild depression) [4].
It is also well established that mood fluctuation and irritability
are associated with many somatic and sensory dysfunctions in
the psychology literature. Frequent alternating between moods
(typically a few days) and irregular cycles of mood underlie the
behavioural features of a wide variety of conditions [1]. In this study,
we expect to find associations between mood derived from social
media text and depressive symptoms similar to the psychology
literature. Some level of associations has been found in the existing
studies. For example, participants with depressive symptoms use
more negative affective words (e.g. sad, cry, hate) in their social
media text than those who do not [18, 36].
2.2 Detecting Depressive Symptoms with
Sentiment
Studies which examine emotions derived from social media data
often adopt sentiment analysis. This is a computational process
that categorizes affect or opinions expressed in a piece of text. The
extracted affect is called sentiment [35]. Most of the existing works
use averaged sentiment over a long period of time (e.g. one year)
as a feature to predict depressive symptoms [8, 16, 36, 53, 53, 55].
In addition to that, the change of sentiment over time is also an
important aspect to infer affective disorders. However, only a few
studies have included sentiment as a time dependent feature in the
model [18]. For example, De Choudhury et al. [18] used the momen-
tum of the feature vector in the screening detection. Eichstaedt et al.
[19] include temporal posting patterns, but not the temporal affect
pattern. Chen et al. [15] used temporal measures of fine grained
emotions to predict users’ depressive states. Recently, Reece et al.
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[41] adopted a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to analyse the change
of language in social media posts and users’ depressive symptom.
They found that the shift of words in status updates indicate depres-
sion and (expand) PTSD symptoms. The above mentioned studies
adopted a sliding window technique to define dynamic sentiment
[15, 18, 41]. However, none of them systematically explored the
size of time window and the slide increment, and most studies only
use a continuous sentiment value. In this work, we aggregated the
sentiment in a sliding window based on its dominant valence (e.g.
positive, negative) or average value. We also included the changes
of affective states as a feature variable.
2.3 Posting Behavior and depressive symptoms
Social media users are known to communicate selectively due to
self-presentation biases [27, 54]. They are less likely to reveal events
that project negatively on themselves [29] due to stigma and fear of
potential repercussions. Therefore, self-presentation biases leads to
fundamental differences between real-life mood and social media
mood.
In addition to that, social media behavior can be counter intu-
itive. For example, people with who are more depresses would be
expected to post less than people with fewer symptoms, however,
several studies found that individuals with a history of depression
(determined from past medical history) tended to post more often
compared with people without depression [48]. There are several
potential reasons for this. A person might not be severely depressed,
they might be more comfortable with talking about their feelings,
they might see their social media as a place where they can escape
stigma, or they might have a social media support network for their
mental health. In this study, we see the behaviour of not posting
as a variable in itself and observe if posting frequency has any
predictive capacity with regards depressive symptoms.
3 DATA
For this study, the myPersonality data set [5, 57] was used. It con-
tains Facebook posts of 180,000 participants collected from 2010 to
2012, enriched with a variety of additional validated scales [5]. The
collection of myPersonality data complied with the terms of Face-
book service, and informed consent for research use was obtained
from all participants. Permission for the use of this database was
obtained in 2018, and Ethical Approval for this piece of secondary
data analysis was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the School
of Informatics, University of Edinburgh. Other publications using
this dataset include [22, 49].
3.1 Screening for Depressive Symptoms
From the participants in the myPersonality data, we focused on
1047 participants who completed the Center for Epidemiologic
Studies Depression Scale (CES-D). The CES-D is a 20 item scale
that measures the presence of depressive symptoms in the general
population [39]. It is one of the screening tests most widely used by
health service provider. The symptoms measured in CES-D include
mood, anhedonia, the feeling of being worried, restless, changes in
sleeping pattern and physical symptoms (such as lost of appetite)
and irrational thoughts. The scale has been found to have high
internal consistency, test-retest reliability [34, 39, 42], and validity
[34].
Radloff [39] proposed three groups of depression severity: low
(0-15), mild to moderate (16-22), and high (23-60). For using mood
profile to predict self-reported depressive symptoms, we followed
the practice from previous social media studies [18, 36, 41, 53]
and adopted 22 as a cutoff point to divide participants into high
symptoms and low symptom groups. This allows us to compare
our model’s performances with previous studies. For examining
the mood fluctuation, we were additionally interested in a more
nuanced picture in different symptom levels. Therefore, we further
distinguish moderate and high symptom by following the original
study from Radloff [39]. Participants were divided into three groups
using two cutoff points: 16 and 22.
3.2 Summary Statistics
Among the 1047 participants who completed the CES-D scale, we
removed 110 participants who were less than 18 years old. The CES-
D survey was open from 2010 to December 2012, but MyPersonality
only collected participants’ status updates from January 2009 to
December 2011. Since 2012 status updates were not available, we
further removed participants who completed the scale in 2012 and
who posted at least one post in the past year. Eventually we yielded
a final set of 781 participants who had posted 93,378 posts over the
past year before they took the test.
The average number of posts per user over one year was 120,
this distribution was skewed by a small number of frequent posters,
as evidenced by a median value of 73 posts per user. Figure 1 shows
participants’ count of posts up to one year before they completed
the CES-D scale. The mean age of the participant is 26 (sd = 11.7),
333 (43%) participants are male and 448 (57%) are female. Table 1
shows further details of the participants, including the ethnicity,
gender and marital status.
Figure 1: Distribution of post count from participants
Note: Figure demonstrates the distribution of post count over one year before participants
completed the CES-D survey scale. Size of the bin is 10.
Overall, our sample has a relatively high mean CES-D score (m
= 26.3, sd = 8.9), and the proportion of high symptom class to low
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Table 1: Demographic Information of the 781 Participants
Ethnicity No. % Marital Status No. %
Black 38 4.3 Single 574 73.8
Asian Chinese 26 3.3 Divorced 28 3.5
Middle Eastern 13 1.7 Married 27 3.4
Native American 13 1.6 Married with Children 38 4
Other Asians 84 10.8 Partner 78 10
Not Specified 96 12.2 Not specified 36 4.5
White-American 309 39.2
White-British 71 8.9
White-Other 131 17.1
symptom class is 1.6:1 (cutoff 22), see Figure 2. Radloff [40] found
only 21% of the general population scored at and above an arbi-
trary cutoff score of 16. However, we note the current dataset is not
an exceptional case. For example, Reece et al. [41] used a dataset
that contained 105 depressed participants and 99 non-depressed
participants, other studies have a proportion of high symptom to
low symptom class as 2:3 [18, 31, 53], 3:5 [33]. All of these stud-
ies recruited a sample biased towards potentially high symptom
individuals compared with empirical studies which selected partici-
pants in a random trail. We speculate that there is a bias in those
individuals self-selecting for this type of research.
Figure 2: Distribution of CES-D score
Note: Figure demonstrates the density distribution of the CES-D score, red line indicate
the cutoff point 22
4 CONSTRUCTING MOOD PROFILE
A mood profile is constructed for each participant. Each mood
profile encompasses sets of features which represent mood, the
change of mood and the transition of mood states. Since mood is
time dependent, we use a sliding window technique to construct the
temporal features. A window starts from day 0 (the day when users
completed the CES-D scale) andmoves backwards for up to one year.
Choosing the size of a time window presents a challenging question,
how granular should a time window be? De Choudhury et al. [18]
look at a user’s tweets in a single day. Reece et al. [41] use both day
and week as the time window because most of the participants did
not generate enough daily content. In this paper, we define the size
of the time window as measured by day d ∈ D := {3, 7, 14, 30}, see
Table 2 for the notations. The size of the slide increment determines
how much information the two adjacent windows share. The slide
increment is also measured by day s ∈ S := {3, 7, 14}.
Another challenge is to decide how far back do social media
posts indicate symptom level. Earlier studies use data up to one
year before participants completed the self-reported symptom mea-
surement [18], Reece et al. [41] found that symptoms can be pre-
dicted up to nine months before the official disclosure of the illness.
In the current work, each representation in the mood profile was
constructed with posts written up to one year before the participant
completed the CES-D survey.
Sentiment Scores. We used the sentiment scores retrieved from
SentiStrength [52]. SentiStrength extracts sentiment from the text
based on a function that describes how well the words and phrases
of the text match a predefined set of sentiment-related words.
Temporal Mood Representations. Since many social media users
do not post every day, we encoded the behavior of not posting as
"Silence" and we defined four mood states: positive, negative, neu-
tral and silence. We adopted two approaches to define mood within
a time window: most frequent mood state over a time window and
average sentiment over a time window, see Table 2. If two mood
states had the same high frequency in the same time window, we
defined the mood as mixed. Since neutral mood state is relatively
less frequent in compare with the rest of the mood states, we tend
to give neutral more weights. If other mood states have the same
frequencies as neutral, we defined the mood as neutral. For the
average sentiment, silence days as missing values are imputed by
the mean. We also constructed features that represent the change
of mood [18], see mood momentum in Table 2.
Table 2: Notations for Mood Profile
Variable Notation Description
Window Size d A period of time within d ∈ D days,
d ∈ D := {3, 7, 14, 30}
Slide Increment s A sliding window move forward by ev-
ery s ∈ S days, s ∈ S := {3, 7, 14}
Sentiment v Sentiment score of a single post
Day Sentiment V Arithmeticmean of sentiment in one day
V =
v + ...vi
i
Moodµ Mµ Arithmetic mean of day sentiment over
a time window, Mµ =
V + ...Vd
d
Moodω Mω Most frequent sentiment over a time
window, categorical
Mood Momentum ∆M Difference betweenMµ in two time win-
dows
Mood States Transi-
tion
T r The probability of a user transfer from
one mood-state to another, a mood state
is defined by Mω
Mood States Transi-
tion
∆T r Difference between T r in two time win-
dows
Temporal Mood Transition Representations. We also encoded the
probability of a user transferring from one mood state to another as
a representation in the mood profile. We have in total 16 transition
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states (e.g. positive to negative, negative to silence) from the fours
classes (positive, negative, neutral and silence). Note that if we
set the slide increment as one day, we would have 365 × 16 mood
transitions features. To prevent the large dimensionality, which
might led to sparse representation, we defined d as 30 and s as
30, so that we have 12 × 16 feature columns for Mood Transition
Representations.
5 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN MOOD PROFILE
AND DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS
We first observed whether the pattern of the mood profile is related
to symptom level. Then we tested the mood profile’s predictive
power on symptom level.
5.1 Mood Fluctuations
Wemodelled mood fluctuations using Gaussian Process (GP) regres-
sion. GP regression is a Bayesian approach that assumes a Gaussian
process prior over functions [38]. In this analysis, we see the tempo-
ral mood representations as noisy representations of participants’
mood. We use GP regression to estimate participants’ latent mood
based on their mood representation. For participants with few data
points, the GP regression is modeling the mean of the sample due
to the imputation approach we adopted. Thus, for this experiment,
we excluded participants posted less than 10 posts over year be-
fore they completed the depressive symptom scale. Eventually, this
yielded 690 participants for the current analysis. We used mood
representations with d ∈ D := {1, 3, 7, 14} and s ∈ S := {1, 3, 7} as
input of the GP regression model. The GP regression is best fitted
on mood vector with d = 14 and s = 3, see Figure 3. Each dot on the
graph represents mood (averaged sentiment) in a time window d
= 14, x axis shows the count of time windows. Since the entirety
of the dataset includes posts of one year (365 days), there are 122
time windows for each participant.
We constructed one model for each participant. Here we are
not interested in making prediction with the GP regression model,
instead, our focus is on the function parameter, lengthscale. The
lengthscale describes how smooth a function it is. A small length-
scalemeans the function value changes quickly, while a large length-
scale means that its value changes slowly [13]. By fitting a GP re-
gression model on each user, we obtain a lengthscale of each user’s
latent mood, and we compare the lengthscale among participants
with different symptom levels (low, moderate, high).
Figure 3: Example of GP Regression
Note: here shows examples from two participants, each data point represents mood of
every 14 days estimated by the GP regression model. N = 690.
We used a nonparametric test (Mann-Whitney U test) to compare
the lengthscale differences between groups. The lengthscale of the
high symptom group (Median = 2.77) is identical to the moderate
symptom (Median = 2.77) group (U = 35424, p = 0.01). However,
the low symptom group (Median = 2.98) has a significantly larger
lengthscale than the high symptom group (U = 17231, p = 0.01). The
moderate symptom group was also significantly different from the
low symptom group (U = 7244, p = 0.02). Our result suggest that
people with high or moderate depressive symptom level have more
mood fluctuations than people with low symptom level.
5.2 Classifying Symptom Levels using Daily
Mood Representation
Another approach to examine whether the mood profile is asso-
ciated with depressive symptom is to see if a particular mood
state is influenced by depressive symptoms level. We assume the
mood states are serially dependent and we used Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) [7] to model two unobservable states based on a
daily mood state representation. This representation comprises four
mood states (positive, negative, neutral and silence). Since the be-
havior of not posting (silence) is included in the modeling process,
we did not remove any less active users in this analysis (N = 781).
HiddenMarkovModel. Weused amultinomial (discrete) emission
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to model users’ observed mood for
one year [26]. The major parameters used for the model are:
(1) Observed mood Ot (time series), daily mood transition rep-
resentation (d = 1, s = 1).
(2) Transition matrix (A), gives the probability of a transition
from one state to another.
(3) Transition state j.
(4) Observation emission matrix (B), which gives the probability
of observing Ot when in state j.
An HMM model (denoted by λ) can be written as:
λ = (π ,A,B) (1)
The idea behind this approach is to use the observed mood to
estimate the parameter set (π ,A,B), A shows us the probability of
transferring from one hidden state to another, and B tells us the
probability of emitting a certain mood when a user is in a specific
symptom state.
We used hmmlearn python library [24] to fit emission, transi-
tion matrices (using expectation-maximization) and hidden state
sequence (using the Viterbi path algorithm), see Section A for the
initialized probabilities. We trained the model on the entire set
of data and observed if the emission probabilities align with our
existing knowledge of affect and depressive symptoms. Here we
were not to find the optimal model to forecast a new observation
sequence, hence we did not test the training model on a test set.
Instead, we were interested to know whether the hidden states
decoded from the HMM model were associated with depressive
symptom levels.
The HMM model decodes a binary hidden state for each day.
We speculate that one of the hidden states represents the user ex-
periencing more depressive symptoms (high symptom state), and
another represents fewer symptoms (low symptom state). Although
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the CES-D scale measures an overall symptom level in one week,
it is entirely possible for an individual to have more symptom on
some days (e.g.sleep disturbance, loss of appetite) but less on others.
To test our speculation on the hidden states, we classify partici-
pants’ self-reported symptom level according to the count of high
symptom state. Here we use cutoff score 22 to divide participants
into two groups for comparing the results with the existing models.
However, there is a challenging questions, up till when shall we
count the high symptom states? Since the CES-D scale measures
an overall symptom level in the past one week (e.g less than 1,
1-2, 3-4, 5 or more), and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, 5th Edition (DSM-5) defines depressive symptom
as âĂŸâĂŸThe individual must be experiencing five or more symp-
toms during the same 2-week period”. Therefore, we defined our
classification criteria as whether participants have at least x days
experiencing high symptom in the lasty days before they completed
the CES-D scale, x ∈ X := {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, y ∈ Y := {7, 14}.
5.2.1 Evaluation of Hidden States.
Emission Probabilities. We observed whether the hidden states’
emission probabilities align with our existing knowledge in de-
pressive symptom and affect. Table 3 shows two hidden states and
their emission probabilities to each observation. Given an observed
day, we can see both hidden states were most likely to emit silence
day because social media users posted sparsely. However, the high
symptom hidden state has lower probability to emit silence days
compared with low symptom hidden state. The high symptoms
state also has a higher probability to emit negative mood or neutral
mood, but the low symptoms state has a higher probability to emit
positive mood. Therefore, results from the HMM model aligns with
our existing knowledge in depressive symptom and affect.
Table 3: Emission Probabilities
N = 781 Positive Negative Neutral Silence
Low Symptom 8.51 5.20 4.65 81.6
High Symptom 3.15 12.8 7.00 76.9
Note: less symptoms: hidden state that represents less symptoms
on a particular day, more symptoms: hidden state that represents
more symptoms on a particular day, N : training sample size
Transition Probabilities of Observations. We are also interested to
know whether people are more likely to transfer from certain mood
states to another. We constructed a transition probability matrix for
the observations (daily mood representation). Table 4 again shows
us that social media users in general are more likely to become
silent after they posted any social media content, although high
symptom group is less so. High symptom individuals have higher
probabilities of changing in between any mood states other than
silence. This result aligns with the findings from the GP regression
that low symptom individuals shows less fluctuations in their mood
representation.
In general, people were more likely to have a positive mood
if they had a positive mood in the previous time window. The
probabilities of +→ +, − → − were similar among the two groups,
but high symptom participants are slightly more likely to transfer
from negative to negative. When low symptom participants have
a neutral mood, they have similar chances of having a neutral or
negative mood in the next time window, whereas, high symptom
participants are also more likely to have a negative mood in the
next time window. Our result shows that while people, in general,
are more vocal when they have a negative mood, but high symptom
participants are more likely to vocal about the negative content for
a more extended period.
Table 4: Transition Probabilities of Observations
High symptom Low symptom
+ - 0 S + - 0 S
+ 21.1 15.7 13.4 49.6 19.5 13.3 12.3 54.8
- 22.3 16.2 14.1 47.3 20.5 13.3 12.9 53.3
0 19.3 14.5 12.8 53.3 17.6 11.6 11.8 58.9
S 5.82 37.5 4.21 86.2 5.92 37.1 4.33 85.9
Note: +: positive, −: negative, 0 neutral, S : silent
Using Hidden States to Classify Symptom Level. Figure 4 shows
the precision and recall of the high symptom class by counting the
hidden states from the HMM model. The baseline model is formu-
lated using a stratified dummy classifier that predicts based on the
most frequent training labels. Precision increases as the criterion
of x increase. Table 5 shows some of the best classification results.
Assigning participants with six high symptom states within 14 days
to the high symptom class results in very low recall (10.8%) but high
precision (71.2%). Assigning participants with one high symptom
state within 14 days results in a more balanced recall (60.3%) and
precision (58.1%) to high symptom class. Result from this classifier
does not surpass the baseline in f1 score but when using a higher
x as criteria, the precision rate is much higher than the baseline.
Our result supports the claim that daily mood representations in-
ferred from social media text is highly associated with depressive
symptoms. When a social media user shows specific mood patterns,
it is highly likely that the person developed high level of depres-
sive symptoms. However, only using this approach to identify high
symptom individuals would result in a lot of false negative cases.
Table 5: Predicting depressive symptom with hidden states
Criteria P R f1
baseline 61.2 100.0 76.0
x = 1, y = 7 61.5 48.5 45.2
x = 1, y = 14 60.3 58.1 59.2
x = 6, y = 14 71.2 10.8 18.9
Note: high: high symptom class, low: low symptom class, R: recall
of high symptom class, P: precision of high symptom class, f1:
average macro-f1 score of both classes, criteria: criteria for
classifying high symptom class
6 REPRESENTATION PREDICTABILITY OF
DEPRESSIVE SYMPTOMS
The previous analysis suggests that the mood profile is highly
associated with depressive symptoms. Now we examine which
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Figure 4: Precision and Recall of High Symptom Class
(HMM) with Various Assignment Criterion
Note: window: size of the time window, x days before participants completed the CESD
scale. ndays: count of high symptom state within the time window
representation in the mood profile is most predictive of depressive
symptoms. We combine the representations with sets of proxy
signals in a classification task.
6.1 Feature Extractionn
We extractedmultiple features for the posts of each user to trainmul-
tiple models for high-symptoms prediction. Our extracted featured
included: 1) n-gram word representation, where n ∈ N := {1, 2, 3});
2) topic modelling from Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and 3)
all the entries from Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
[37]. N-gram were ordered by term frequency across the corpus,
we grid searched the number of most frequent n-gram and number
of topics for LDA (see Section A). We found the most frequent
1500 n-grams and 30 LDA topics gave us the optimal results. These
feature variables were commonly used in detecting signs of po-
tential depression [16, 18, 36, 41]. We compare the precision and
recall betweenmodels with different representations from themood
profile.
Our dataset has an exceptionally high proportion of high symp-
tom individuals as discussed earlier. Given that we have only 303
low symptom participants among 781 participants, we randomly
selected 303 participants in the high symptom sample to have a
dataset with a balanced class proportion that is closer to the ex-
isting literature (1:1), N = 606, So that we can have results that
are more comparable with the existing literature. We split the data
into train (80%, N = 486), and test set (20%, N = 120) in stratified
fashion. Stratified five-fold cross-validation was used to optimize
the parameters in the model training. A grid search of parameters
was carried out for several candidate classification algorithms (e.g.
decision trees, support vector machine, logistics regression) [50],
see Section A for the grid search parameters.
6.2 Model Evaluation
A baseline model is formulated using a stratified dummy classifier
that generates predictions according to the training set’s class dis-
tribution. Out of several candidate algorithms, logistic regression
demonstrated best performance. Hundreds of classification models
were trained and evaluated for this task. The models with different
representations from the mood profile can be evaluated by precision
and recall. We grid searched d and s that maximises the metrics.
Figure 5 shows the precision and recall of the high symptom class
from models with various configurations and feature sets. Models
with configuration 4 (time window 30 days and increment slide 3
days) yield the best scores. Table 6 shows the precision, recall and
f1 score of the high symptom class from configuration 4. The model
with mood, mood momentum and mood transition representations
yields the highest scores, and the model with averaged mood over a
time window gives second highest scores, 0.59 precision, 0.65 recall,
and an F-score of 0.62.
Figure 5: Precision and Recall of logistic regression
Note: config 1: d = 7, s = 3, config 2: d = 14, s = 3, config 3: d = 14, s = 7, config 4: d = 30,
s = 3, config 5: d = 30, s = 7, B: basic features (n-gram, topic modeling, LIWC), M: B +
Moodµ , MC: B + mood momentum, MT: B + mood transition, MTM: B + mood
transition momentum, All: all features excluded MTM
Table 6: Prediction result of depressive symptom (d=14, s=3
Features P R F1
RB 47.6 50.0 48.8
B 51.4 58.3 54.7
B +Mµ 55.5 58.3 56.9
B + ∆m 53.0 58.3 55.6
B + Tr 51.6 53.3 52.4
B + ∆Tr 52.3 55 53.6
B +Mµ+ ∆m + B + Tr 59.0 65 61.9
Note: R, P, F1 are recall, precision, and f1 score of high symptom
classes respectively. B: basic features (tfidf bag-of-words, topic
modeling, sentiment, LIWC). RB: random baseline, model
parameters: penalty: l2, Inverse of regularization strength: 0.1
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7 DISCUSSION
7.1 The Role of Mood in Predicting Depressive
symptoms
Mood is a time dependent variable, using time series approaches
to model mood inferred from social media text provides us with
better insight about mood and depressive symptoms. Participants
in this study demonstrated significantly fewer mood fluctuations if
they reported a low symptom score. This finding aligns with the
well-established connection between emotionality and depression
in the psychology literature. We also found the hidden states from
the HMM model are highly relevant to self-reported depressive
symptoms, see Table 5. Our model suggests that an individual hav-
ing one high symptom state in 14 days is highly likely to have high
symptom level. It is worth to note that the criteria we used in here
is different from the criteria in the CES-D scale, where individuals
need to have experienced symptoms 1-2 days in the past 7 days to
score on a criterion. However, we cannot assume that people will
talk about their symptoms every time they experience them. This
result suggests that individuals who show specific mood pattern
in social media text are highly likely having high depressive symp-
toms, however, most of the individuals with high symptom do not
display this mood pattern.
Existing studies that use a sliding window technique to create
dynamic sentiment features have not yet explored which represen-
tations and configurations tend to yield a better result in classifying
symptoms. We explored various configurations of the sliding win-
dow and found that mood in a 30 days time window and move the
time window every 3 days is most predictive to depressive symptom
level. This result suggests that a less granular mood representation
is more beneficial in identifying symptoms. Moreover, combining
several representations in the mood profile together can dramat-
ically enhance the model performance. Our best model (f-score:
0.62) encompasses the mood profile and a set of basic features com-
monly used in existing works. Other studies using multiple sets
of proxy signals to predict depressive symptoms achieved a preci-
sion score ranging from 0.48 [16] to 0.87 [25, 41]. Schwartz et al.
[45], using the same data set, achieved correlation of 0.386 with
continuous scores. The mood profile can potentially enhance the
current screening technology by combining it with more advanced
engineered features.
The transition probabilities of mood showed that participants,
in general, were more vocal on social media when they were in
a negative mood. We speculate that some depressed individuals
react to negative mood by posting, and some by silence. Those who
are more vocal on social media when in a negative mood might be
using social media to reach out to others or use posts as a way to
reflect. The associations between negative mood and being vocal,
and the association between high symptom scores and a specific
mood pattern, suggest that posters could be stratified into several
groups, those that withdraw, those that reach out, and those that
do not disclose potential signs of depression on social media.
Our results show that a temporal mood profile derived from
social media text is highly associated with users’ subsequent self
reported depressive symptom level. In order to examine the poten-
tial of mood momentum and mood transition further, advanced
time series analysis techniques need to be applied. Most impor-
tantly, mood profiles can potentially provide more information to
clinicians than a classification system with binary output.
7.2 Technological and Ethical Implications
Similar to the existing studies, the present finding of the derived
mood pattern has implications on symptom level but does not
provide an accurate interpretation for participants’ mental health
condition. An accurate interpretation of one’s mental health condi-
tion requires a holistic view, and any diagnosis requires a strong
understanding of an individual’s case history. The daily life infor-
mation contained in social media data is just a tip of the iceberg of
one’s life experience.
Our approaches provide a useful source of information for as-
sessing participantsâĂŹ derived mood pattern over time. However,
as with all social media related research, ethical and privacy issues
need to be considered, given the potential for misusing social media
data [11, 21, 28]. Using social media analysis techniques in practice
requires that the user whose data is being analysed is comfortable
with their social media timeline being used in this way, and that
they consent to it. The scope of their consent also needs to be clear,
i.e., whether it is for research or whether it is also for potential
clinical use.
7.3 Limitations
Our sample contains participants who allowed researchers access
to their Facebook posts and to complete a symptom screening scale.
Therefore, this sample may be strongly biased towards those who
were comfortable to disclose and reach out on social media. It is still
unclear about what the biases are in a sample with these tendencies
compared with a random patient sample. Of particular interest is
the relatively high depressive symptom score from most of the
participants in this sample, and this bias is prevalent in studies
in this line of research [25]. We speculate that people who have
depression are more curious about taking part in mental health
related studies.
In this work, the symptom screening test was conducted once
only. There were also no tests controlling for the presence of other
disorders, such as bipolar, which greatly affect behaviour and mood
variability. Those at the high end of the scale could have other types
of affective disorders but showing depressive symptoms at the time
when they carried out the self-reported measurement. Therefore,
the measurement of self-reported symptoms is not an accurate
reflection of whether the person has depression.
In addition, the sentiment scores employed in this study were
retrieved with SentiStrength, which is a word counting approach
to identify positive and negative affect. Although numerous studies
have validated the word counting approach, the ideal method to
retrieve less noisy sentiment is to construct the sentiment classifi-
cation model with the examined dataset. Future studies can train
their model for sentiment annotation to retrieve more accurate
sentiment.
8 CONCLUSION
Mood is an important signal for the development of a depression
episode. This report provides an outline of utilizing the sliding
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window technique to construct temporal representations of mood
based on sentiment expressed in social media text. The behavior
of not posting was also encoded in some of the representations.
However, mood inferred from social media text is different from
mood in real life. In order to examine whether the mood profile
inferred from social media text is associated with depressive symp-
toms, we use the mood profile to classify depressive symptom level
with time-series modelling and logistic regression algorithm. Our
result suggests that the mood profile inferred from social media
data is highly predictive of depressive symptoms, especially when
the behavior of not posting is included. We also discover a pattern
whereby people are more vocal in social media when they are un-
happy. Despite many social media users being subject to positive
self-presentation biases, social media provides a place for people
to channel their emotions. Future studies can focus on studying
this behavior on an actual patient group and a random control
sample. The techniques proposed here offer a novel contribution
to technology for detecting potential signs of depression as they
are not focused on providing a binary classification result, but a
longitudinal reference for the development of depressive symptoms.
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A EXPERIMENT DETAILS
The following supplementary material details what is required to
reproduce our results as closely as possible.
A.1 MODEL TRAINING
Grid searches of the following pairings of parameter spaces and
Scikit-Learn implementations of algorithms were carried out:
• Feature Extraction
– number of n-gram: 1000, 1500, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000
– number of topics: 10, 20, 30
• HMM:
– Initial transition probability: [0.5, 0.5], [0.5, 0.5]
– Initial transition probability: [0.2, 0.3, 0,2, 0.3], [0.2, 0.2,
0.3, 0.3]
– Number of iteration: 10
• Support Vector Machine
– Inverse of regularization strength: 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
– Kernel: linear, poly, rbf, sigmoid
– Kernel coefficient: 0.01, 0.001, 0.0005
• Extra Trees
– Number of Estimators: 100, 300, 500, 1000
– Maximum Tree Depth: 20, 50, 100, 200
– Maximum number of features: sqrt, log2
• Logistic Regression:
– Penalty: l1, l2
– Inverse of regularization strength: 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.0,
1.5, 2.0
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